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From Psychogeography to Cybertopology:  

Situating “Place” in the Disoriented Dérive 
 
 
Sher Doruff 
 
 
Part One – Situating powerplay 
 
 
The psychogeographic1 [1] experience of drifting through an urban landscape without 

purpose, guided by the shifting rhythms of random and selective attraction is a well-

known ‘subversive’ aesthetic initiated by several European artist/activist groups in the 

1950’s. They merged for a short time to become the Situationist International (SI) in 

1957. Their drifting practice, the dérive2 [2] has subsequently become a common refer-

ent in contemporary locative media projects that mix performance tactics with new me-

dia technologies in predominantly urban settings. Originally the connotations of an urban 

dérive alluded to both the poverty and potential of “everyday life;” privileging the unpre-

dictable over the routine and habitual; play over work; disorientation over orientation. 

The city, as a field of dynamically changing situations, hosted both the pseudoworld of 

the spectacle explored by Guy Debord and the potential utopian playground advanced 

by Constant Nieuwenhuys. A Situationist ontology fuels many locative media projects 

and online multi-player ecologies. The perception and performance of place in each of 

these genres, from a dérive point of view, elicits a topology of the in-between. Place be-

comes a topological rhythm between Euclidean and non-Euclidean space, between our 

actual perception of the 3D world and a virtual proprioceptive experience of movement 

through it. The politically reverberant psychogeographies advanced by Debord, acceler-

ated some 50 plus years, are updated to become affective topologies and are now 

folded into the confounding economic complexities of a late capitalism powered by the 

very tactics and ethos once meant to overthrow it.  

 

In Debord’s societal paradigm the spectacle ruled. It was the all-consuming, self-

generating expression of capitalist production subsuming itself through its own recursive 

representations of reality. In the society of the spectacle, the potential of social relation 

is always overtly mediated. As the spectacle feeds on itself, it also recuperates its anti-

dote. It consumes all protest and critique to adapt and thrive. Debord’s situationist aes-

thetic cocktail of politics and play took a turn into a dark passage but for Constant, for 

example, it opened into vast and endless sinews of discovery. The city exerted a poten-
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tial to become the New Babylon of the Homo Ludens3 (the human as a species of play-

ers), transforming its habitat into a playground of dynamic situations, a network of inten-

sive, changing spaces. His concept of city life constituted an adventurous provocation of 

urban thresholds, continually and playfully recreated. In this Situationist city, Homo 

Ludens/New Babylonians wander and drift seeking new experiences and with the aid of 

technology, change their habitat “without delay.”4 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Left: Constant’s map of Amsterdam with New Babylonian sectors superimposed 
over areas of the city that respect the historic centre while drifting out to peripheral areas. 
Right: Debord’s psychogeographic Naked City, an improvement on existing maps.  

 

So armed with an “arsenal of technical implements”, everyday life for Homo Ludens en-

tails the daily recreation of city life. The process of play for Constant, Jorn, Vaneigem 

and Debord trumps the representational. Play is subversive, transgressive. It uses the 

détournement5, a diversionary appropriation of one aesthetic for another, as a method. It 

emulates a Huizinga-style theory of play that romps outside the constraints of the game. 

For Huizinga, who was influential to the Situationists, an instinctual or intuitive playful-

ness precedes the enclosure and rule-sets of gameplaying. For the Situationists, play 

isn’t oriented inside a game but rather disoriented in the world.  

 

But what has since become of instinctual, protoplay in theory and practice? Has it not 

been subsumed by the Game? Play theory appears to have shifted cataclysmically. To 

quote McKenzie Wark from his online book GAM3R 7H30RY: 

 

 Only look at what has become of play. Play is no longer a counter to work. Play 
 becomes work; work becomes play […] The utopian dream of liberating play 
 from the game […] merely opened the way for the extension of gamespace into 
 every aspect of everyday life. While the counter-culture wanted worlds of 
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 play outside the game; the military entertainment complex countered in turn 
 by expanding the game to the whole world, containing play forever within it. [4] 
 

The globalisation of gamespace by a runaway capitalism exudes a comparison to the 

societal paradigms of discipline and control advanced by Foucault and Deleuze respec-

tively.  

 

On Shapeshifting Societal Paradigms 

 

Ostensibly, the cold war era ushered in a shift in the politics of power relations. The ten-

dencies of 18th/19th century disciplinary rule advanced by Foucault were entering a state 

of slow dissolution. The top-down, hierarchical institutional enclosures endemic to these 

transient societies of discipline (family, school, military, factory, prison, hospital) began 

to seep outside their containments, spreading and disseminating their functions in more 

fluid ways. Capital begins to flow unencumbered, to trickle between enclosed spaces. 

Deleuze saw this shift from closed to open structures as a turn towards what he called 

societies of control.  

 

In Foucault’s disciplinary society, each institution serves as an independent variable 

through which an actor/player discontinuously passes in life, leapfrogging from family to 

school to factory, each time starting from zero, from a relatively blank slate. But for 

Deleuze, the institutional enclosures of the discipline society become increasingly po-

rous and the control functions that manage it take on new affect as they seep out-of-

bounds. Disciplinary societies “[…] are molds, distinct castings, but controls are a modu-

lation, like a self-deforming cast that will continuously change from one moment to the 

other, or like a sieve whose mesh will transmute from point to point.” [5] In other words, 

control societies are topological figures, continuous and multiple transpositional vectors 

rather than amalgams of positional states.  

 
Can we now imagine shapeshifting tendencies in power relations from top-down to bot-

tom-up, passing from discipline to control in a topological gamespace? For both Fou-

cault and Deleuze, control emerges from the subject and is self-varying. It modulates an 

affective in-between; modulates the relation itself. As a porous capitalism leaks from 

closure to openness, from local to global, it nonetheless folds disciplinary structures into 

its complexity. Institutions don’t disappear, they mobilise and globalise. Controls then, 

are the modulators of a society that finds spontaneity and playfulness advanta-
geous. And therein lies the truly confounding bit.  Late capitalism thrives on difference 
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and the production of variety. It rewards improvisation and exploits that same affect so 

dear to Deleuze and Guattari. Exploits affect for its surplus value. At this level of co-

option, there is seemingly no way to wander out of the regurgitating system of the mon-

ster. The leftist tactics of the SI have been appropriated and reified by neo-cons into 

what we might call the powerplay of the military-entertainment complex. The spectacle 

has gone affective. The spectator has moved from passive to pro-active.It’s logical to 

wonder if there’s a way out or a way through the exponential capital spiral that now 

takes affective intensity as its energy source? Wark proffers a long term answer: “Only 

by going further and further into gamespace might one come out the other side of it, to 

realize a topology beyond the limiting forms of the game”.  Massumi offers another tacti-

cal angle: “It seems to me that alternative political action does not have to fight against 

the idea that power has become affective, but rather has to learn to function itself on 

that same level — meet affective modulation with affective modulation.” [9] 

 

Interlude 

 
A Situationist Gang Hones in on Mr. Debord 
 

The Situationist gang segment from Richard Linklater’s 2001 film Waking Life is fasci-

nating, not for the political rhetoric per se, but the variety of meaning it produces in the 

context of disorientation. The gang, though seemingly out on a group dérive, are highly 

focussed on the their singular movements of thought. The rhythm produced by the 

adroitness, speed and delivery of their manifesto is consecutive and linear. There’s no 

cacophony, no distraction, no heated interruption, and little affective intensity between 

them. They give the impression of moving towards a target, moving from coordinate A to 

B.  They are oriented, not drifting, honed in on Mr. Debord. 

 

The event of a dérive-like chance encounter occurs only when they meet the old man up 

the pole. He is stationary yet presumably disoriented. He doesn’t know why he’s there 

yet seems open to suggestion. He is comfortable, positioned, dériving through move-

ments of thought. The gang does recognise that the disoriented old man is “all” action”. 

He performs place.  
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Part Two – (dis)Orienting Place 

 

Performing “place” through purposeful disorientation was the aesthetic of early Situa-

tionist dérives. Today the technological accoutrement for triangulated, coordinate spe-

cific, Cartesian orientation is apparent in many current locative projects. Aesthetic prac-

tice accessed through a network of military satellites has détourned the dérive signifi-

cantly. The shapeshift between discipline and control, between game and play, is felt in 

the relation between orientation and disorientation. It begs the questions: With 21st 

century toys in hand, do we now conceive of place in the narrow bandwidth of longitu-

tude and latitude coordinates? Is place an oriented position, a territorialisation in the 

wilds of dynamic space? Or might it be the disorienting, out-of-phase process of moving 

through a deterritorialisation? In other words, do we not create place rather than find 

place? Is movement indexed to positional coordinates or does place emerge from 

movement? The current fixation with geographical information systems that accurately 

plot global positions is 180 degrees apart from psychogeography’s interest. As Debord, 

the notoriously drunken dériver said: “Life can never be too disorienting.”  Let’s look at 

this more closely. 

 

Brian Massumi uses the experience of orienting when lost as an example of how posi-

tion emerges from movement, how vision and the moving body are inseparable dimen-

sions for determining place. He concludes that “Place derives [or dérives] from a dy-

namic of interference and accord between sense-dimensions.” [7] When we are lost, 

there is a physical registering of a disjunction between vision and proprioception, He 

argues that orienting is comprised of two dimensions of experience. One dimension is 

exoreferential, Euclidean and quantitative. It perceptually calculates the outside world by 

registering landmarks and visual clues. The other dimension is self-referential, non-

Euclidean6, qualitative, proprioceptive and always in motion. Together, these two quali-

tative and quantitative sense dimensions feedback and forward into each other to fold 

experience into the body through cross-sense referencing. The corporeal strategy for 

spatialisation is synaesthetic. The static, positional places we visualise are extracted 

from proprioceptive sensing.  

 

If we accept Massumi’s thesis that our actual experience of a three-dimensional world 

emerges from a virtual, multi-dimensional abstract-yet-real topological space, then the 

simple Situationist dérive is uniquely visionary. Its focus on discovering place, affec-
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tively, from a disoriented losing of oneself resonates with the concept that position 

emerges from movement. As an aesthetic method, the dérive runs counter to a contem-

porary fascination with GPS and GIS technologies from which mobility emerges from a 

static location and can subsequently be traced from point to point.  

But we might well ask how cross-modal referencing works when we move through net-

workspace to understand the cyberdérive?  

 

From Psychogeography to Cybertopology 

 
Online multiplayer game culture moves the nomadic creation of place from the streets to 

3D-rendered landscapes. Role-playing ecologies such as Second Life additionally offer 

persistent, socially reverberant environments.  

 

In everyday life, the boundaries, obstacles and landmarks encountered walking in the 

material world (walls, fences, traffic, trees, dog turds) both inhibit and excite pyscho-

geographic adventures. The challenge to forge new attractor trails is often greeted by 

hazards, uncertainties and physical limitations. Architecture tends to be stable. In cy-

berdérives, boundaries are often mutable and landmarks unreliable. Game objects and 

architectures are created and recreated, territorialised, deterritorialised and reterritorial-

ised, changing continually.  Digital domains support bionically fearless fly-overs and 

telescopic vision. Scripting languages are the “technical implements” of the digital Baby-

lon. Hyper-mobility and an imperviousness to physical pain are features of the cyber-

encounter rendering a new type of situational potential for the dérive concept. 

 

    

 

Figure 2: Screen captures of avatars (dis)orienting in Second Life 
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As fear of physical danger and corporeal pain is absent, emotional vulnerability is ever-

present, perhaps even exaggerated and heightened. As Second Life culture dives head-

long into the wormhole of globalised gamespace many questions arise concerning the 

body’s relation to itself and the parallel worlds it occupies. How does proprioception im-

pact orientation in a virtual world?  

 

There Becomes Here 

 
Orientation in a digital gamespace is filtered through an avatar identity and a tangible 

controlling device (keyboard, mouse, joystick, sensors, etc). Sensory modalities ren-

dered simultaneously in the virtual world and the physical world aid in both orienting and 

disorienting. Second Life and everyday life are never clearly distinguishable and blur 

into each other. Proprioceptive7 sensing is integral to the immersive experience. In navi-

gating a virtual world it is both more elusive and more essential. Proprioceptive relations 

in cybertopologies are powered by affective modulations, sensations of sensations, just 

as they are in real world activity. These are the same affective modulations that are im-

plicated as power generators in control societies. As in the physical world, a carto-

graphic orientation does not provide enough sense data to create a feeling of “place”. 

Affective modulations loop through the incorporeal space of the body like a möbius strip; 

loop trough the non-Euclidean, non-representational spaces of felt experience and their 

Euclidean actualizations, the everyday representational experience of the world. It’s 

even plausible that cyberdérives excite a heightened sensation of “being there” by pro-

ducing a hyper-resonant “becoming here” in affective bodyspace.  

 

The cybertopological event may be a clear extension of the urban encounter in all the 

unpredictability of its affective tonalities and intensity. Though a Second Life dérive or a 

translocal encounter may indeed be derivative of its first life ancestor, the potential for 

affective intensity is immanent in both realms. Cyberdérives could be construed as a 

more credible détournement of the original dérive than GPS guided urban drifts but that 

is perhaps not the point. As the spectacle steadily accelerates in online ecologies, as 

the economy and surplus value of affect informs the topology between real and virtual-

real worlds, there is a crude affirmation of a long slide through a gamespace wormhole 

to something other. One might wonder if this topology will logically extend to the space 

of dreams and hallucination, becoming a somni-topology before we one-day exit game-

space. In hindsight, Linklater’s film Waking Life suggests this, plays with the shapeshift 
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unity of perception, cognition and hallucination. As the self-referential ontogenesis of a 

control-society-is-us perpetuates, the need for purposeful disorienting resurfaces. It’s 

perhaps the simplest means of meeting the affective modulations of the pro-active spec-

tacle with the tactical affective modulations of the relational.  A means of fending off in-

clinations towards augmented hyperorientation by performing place with an openness to 

an affective disorientation.  
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Endnotes 
 
1 “Psychogeography could set for itself the study of the precise laws and specific effects of the 
geographical environment, consciously organized or not, on the emotions and behavior of indi-
viduals.” [1] 
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2 “One of the basic situationist practices is the dérive [literally:“drifting”], a technique of rapid pas-
sage through varied ambiances. Dérives involve playful-constructive behavior and awareness of 
psychogeographical effects, and are thus quite different from the classic notions of journey or 
stroll. In a dérive one or more persons during a certain period drop their relations, their work and 
leisure activities, and all their other usual motives for movement and action, and let themselves be 
drawn by the attractions of the terrain and the encounters they find there.” [2] 
 
3 From the Dutch sociologist and theorist Johan Huizinga’s influential Homo Ludens first published 
in 1938. 
 
4 […] wander through the sectors of New Babylon seeking new experiences, as yet unknown am-
biances. Without the passivity of tourists, but fully aware of the  power they have to act upon the 
world, to transform it, recreate it. They dispose of a whole arsenal of technical implements for do-
ing this, thanks to which they can make the desired changes without delay (emphasis added). [3]  
 
5 “Détournement is thus first of all a negation of the value of the previous organization of expres-
sion. It arises and grows increasingly stronger in the historical period of the decomposition of 
artistic expression.  But at the same time, the attempts to reuse the "détournable bloc" as material 
for other ensembles express the search for a vaster construction, a new genre of creation at a 
higher level.” [8] 
 
6 “[…] dynamic or durational "spaces" that do not fit into the classical Euclidean (actually Carte-
sian) intuition of space as a triple axis coordinate box that contains things.” [7] 
 
7 “Proprioception folds tactility into the body, enveloping the skin's contact with the world in a di-
mension of medium depth: between epidermis and viscera. The muscles and ligaments register 
as conditions of movement what the skin internalizes as qualities […] Proprioception translates 
the exertions and ease of the body's encounters with objects into muscular memory of relational-
ity.” [9] 
 


